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Overview

• The Covid-19 recruitment rollercoaster

• Teacher pay: the big unknown

• Placement capacity: a key system constraint

• Bursaries: findings from brand new research
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Covid-19 impact was 
dramatic but short-lived
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Summer 2021 slowdown is 
particularly concerning
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Why has this happened?

• Major factor in the initial surge was a lack of job opportunities and the 
relative security of teaching 

• Resurgent post-Covid labour market explains the slowdown
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Implications

• Underlying recruitment environment similar to 2019, but without 
many of the former bursaries

• Underlying retention situation likely to return to pre-pandemic levels

• Continued challenge of high teacher demand due to demographics

 Return of teacher supply challenges
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Teacher pay: the big 
remaining unknown factor

• Government re-commitment to £30,000 starting salary to boost 
recruitment and retention

− 16.6% rise required to get there!

• “public sector pay growth over the next three years should retain 
broad parity with the private sector and continue to be affordable”

− Average earnings growth forecast: ≈3% per year 2022-2025

• Tight school funding envelope to achieve it within
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Implications for pay-setting

• Flattening pay scale through higher early-career pay awards

− Knock-on for progression/ promotion incentives?

• Reduce London weighting?

− More signs of teacher shortage in London vs nationally (NFER)

• Remove M1 entirely, as in Wales in 2020?

− Starting salary in Wales is £27k, vs £25.7k in England

− But two cohorts progress in tandem
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Covid-19 led to less ITT placement 

capacity, just as more was needed

DfE May 2020:

29% of schools expected 
to host fewer placements

8% expected to host more
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Mentor & placement policy

• Early Career Framework roll-out places a load on mentor capacity: 
competing demands of teaching, mentoring ECTs and trainees

• Further implications for mentor capacity from Market Review 
proposals

• Strategy most cited by schools for increasing placement capacity: 
“increased financial support” – nothing specifically in the Spending 
Review
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Recommendations

• Teacher pay to keep pace with pay of other professionals

− Higher pay increases for ECTs

• Continued focus on reducing teacher workload

− and promoting well-being, particularly of senior leaders

• Ensure schools have sufficient mentoring capacity to support 
new teachers entering the system

− allow time for policy implementation, evaluation and refinement
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2021: huge variation 
between subjects
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A natural experiment to test 
the effectiveness of bursaries
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Modest bursary changes 
in 2022
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New research

Question: what impacts do ITT bursary changes have on the 
characteristics of ITT applicants?

• Do bursary increases tend to lead to more/ less of particular types of 
person applying?

Special thanks to:

• Emma/ NASBTT for originally suggesting the idea, securing access 
to the data and supporting us with this research

• UCAS for making the data available for analysis
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Data and methodology

Data

• UCAS applications 2014-2020: % of characteristic applying to a subject

• Age, gender, ethnicity, home region, ITT route

• But not: social class/ background, proxies for ‘quality’

• DfE bursary rates: funding manuals 2014-2020

Methodology

• Exploit subject-level variation in bursary changes

• Control for common-across-year subject effects (i.e. maths apps are more male 

than English, so compare within maths)

• Control for common-across-subject year effects (e.g. account for the Covid-19 

increase in 2020)
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Male, white and older applicants 

appear most responsive to bursaries
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The employment-based route is 

highly sensitive to bursaries
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Key takeaways

• Bursaries tend to attract more people into ITT than otherwise would 
have entered 

− A useful tool for short-term policy responses

• Bursaries also change the characteristics of those who apply

− Sometimes promoting greater equality, sometimes reducing it

• Bursaries tend to attract types of applicant that are less likely to stay 
in teaching for a long period

− E.g. men and applicants over 40

 More research is needed to understand the longer-term 
effectiveness of bursary changes for teacher supply
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